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deavors to avoid the question presented upon ber deemed suitable to employ “ to restore j Fate of a Revolutionary soldier.—The truth
his remarks, the gentle-! of the following statement is vouched for by
this resolution, and to turn, the debate in a harmony.” Early in Lio
■
'
’ the
editor of the Keesville, Essex county,
found himself
transgressing a rule
well
I
new direction. He says, “ the true issue is, man
i
and, hitherto, generally observed Argus. No man in his senses would venture
not who defeated the ordinary fortification bill understood,
t
last session, but who defeated the appropria- —
■ a rule whose purpose is to preserve har to make such a charge at random. It ought
—which interdicts any7 allusion, in one to be generally known.—Roch. Dem.
tion of three millions,” which was inserted in mony
i
It is urged by the aristocracy against Gen.
to what has been said vr done in the
it by a vote of the House. This is the ques- branch,
I
He declared, upon his responsibility, Harrison’s fitness for the Presidency, that he
tion which he has chiefly spoken to ; and all other.
<
the House, and upon higher responsi is “ poor, and obliged to do the duties of
the precedents which he cites, are only for before
I
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
Resolved, That so much of the message of
than any he can owe to this House, that county clerk for a livelihood.”
i
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub the President of the United States to Congress, the purpose of showing that the form in bility
Ex-Presidents Jefferson, Madison and Mon
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
which the three millions were appropriated he
! would observe, not merely the letter but
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr at the commencement of the present session, as was not justly liable to the objections made the
spirit of the rule. In what manner this roe were also “ poor,4’ and the latter, after the
’
relates
to
the
failure,
at
the
last
session
of
Con

any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
gress, of the bill containing the ordinary appro toit. Is the gentleman conscious that the promise was redeemed we have witnessed. expiration of his presidential term, performed
charged for its insertion.
Gen.
priations for fortifications, be referred to a select charge against the Senate of having defeated He “ would transfer the location of the place the duties of Justice of the Peace.
committee, with instructions to inquire into, and the bill cannot be maintained ? And is he, where these things had happened from the Jackson though a “ poor” shoe black, mana
MISCELLANEOUS.
report to the House, the cause and circumstan therefore, solicitous of raising a new question Senate
of the United States to the office of ged to get into public employment, where by
;
—of presenting a new issue ? Is it a ques the National Lntelligencer,” and then quoting, speculation and sporting he acquired a for
The Iron Mountain.—Mr. Feathers- ces
‘ of the failure of this bill.
Mr. Evans addressed the House. He was tion any where moofe ù who defeated the with literal fidelity, expressions used in a de tune. Hence his unfriendliness to poor men,
tonhaugh, in his elaborate Report upon
■ d his public declaration, that ‘ all persons
very glad, he said, after several unsuccessful grant of three million**' Certainly not. Do bate of the Senate, he proceeded to commo?* ¡iu
the minerals and geological
character ‘Tons, at length to have been recognised by not the Senate now claim it as a merit ? upon them iu a tone which I forbear iwehui" uuing business on borrowed capital ought to
of certain parts of Missouri and Arkan the Speaker.
It would have been much Does any body deny it? Does not every acterize. On the following day, the gentle break.’ Mr. Van Buren, too, though a “ poor”
sas, submitted to Congress at its last ses- more
:
agreeable to him to have said several body know that the House was ready, far too man interrupted the remarks, pungent and boy, and for a time was doomed to serve in
ago what he now proposed to say upon ready, to vote the money ? Sir, it is no ques conclusive as they were, of the honorable the capacity of an ostler, yet through the be
sion, thus describes the Iron Mountain in days
<
the subject under discussion ; but all his at tion who defeated the three millions, and the member from Virginia (Mr. Wise) “ to ex neficence of a wealthy member of the bar,
Missouri :—
(whom he paid with ingratitude,) was edu
Having completed my examination of the tempts to obtain the floor had been fruitless. gentleman has labored to little purpose in plain.’1 In what he had said the day before, cated and fitted for the station. And in this
proving what is no where denied. As to he alluded to no individual whatever ; he had
Indeed,
he
had
begun
to
fear
that
he
should
lead mines, I pursued a southerly course,
fail altogether, for he had perceived evident whether the Senate ought or ought not to no person in his mind ; he only “ personified capacity he engaged and obtained for a revo
with the intention of visiting the district of indications that this debate was not much have voted the money in concurrence with a sentiment f and to that personification he lutionary soldier, a tract of land covering the
primitive rocks, as it had been described to longer to be permitted.
He warned his the House, 1 shall have very little, if any addressed himself. Such was the explana nowfiourishing village of Oswego. But his
me, which lies on about the same parallel friends, who had a wish to be heard, that thing, to say in the course of my remarks ; tion. Now, sir, it is not for me to question client having the misfortune to be ‘ poor,4
with the heads of the Merrimack river. At the time allotted to them was short ; and he nor shall I enter at all into a discussion of our the sincerity of the gentleman, however diffi and unable to pay a heavy Attorney’s bill at
When the proper cult I may find it to comprehend the dis sight, wvs prosecuted in the Supreme Court, a
n considerable distance I perceived very apprized the majority of the House, such at relations with France.
judgment recovered against him, his land sold
lofty hills of a different aspect from any I had least as did not already know it, that they period arrives to speak our sentiments on that tinction which he attempts. But I must be
permitted to say, if he was not replying to under the hammer, and bid in by Mr. Van Bu
interesting
topic,
1
may
be
inclined
to
do
so
;
would
soon
be
called
upon
to
wield
that-conyet crossed, and having an abrupt and stony
venient instrument for suppressing freedom of but, at present, my business lies with the what had been said in the Senate—if he had ren. And thus is he enabled to dress and
ascent. The rocks upon the slope of the
debate, now so frequently resorted to—the honorable member from Massachusetts, (Mr. no reference to particular members of it—in ride in princely style, at the expense of a
chain are for a considerable distance denu previous question—to arrest the further discus Adams,) with the resolution he has offered, his own language, “ all that eloquence was “ poor” Revolutionary Soldier. Some of his
ded, and present a well defined sienite. The sion of the topics involved in the resolution. and with the speech he has made ; and I gratuitous, and all that indignation wasteful- friends can speak feelingly on this subject.
and 1 may add, too, Had Gen. Harrison possessed the faculty
chain at a distance appears to run N. E. He availed himself, therefore, while he could, propose “ to join conclusions” with him upon ly squandered away
and S. W. but upon crossing it, and exam of the opportunity to submit a few remarks several of the matters he has brought into the time of this House was also wastefully and disposition of Mr. Van Buren the charge
of poverty would not have been brought
ining it inside, it deflected into a crateri- upon them ; though to do so, and to say the discussion. Sir, almost every thing con squandered away. He either had reference,
against him at this period of life, but in point
form, reminding me, in some of its features, what he was about to say, was painful to him nected with this subject is novel and extraor and pointed reference, too, to a distinguished of wealth, splendor and high living, he might
member of that body, or he had not.
14UL(
IfJ, ilv
Ji
he
dinary.
It
is
true,
a
bill
of
great
importance
in
a
high
degree.
of some ancient volcanoes I have seen. In
1
rules of the i have vied with his purse proud competitor
The subject which has already engrossed failed to become a law at the last session of had, then he violated, as well the
various portions of this district 1 found va the attention of the House for several days, Congress ; that is not an unusual occurrence. House, as his promise to observe
...............
serve them
in for the Presidency.
rieties of green stone, alternating with some said Mr. E., whatever range it may take, or It happens at the close of every Congress letter and in spirit. If he had not, then was
Advertising.—One great cause of the com
horizontal rocks entirely quartzose, and whatever space fill, had an exceedingly hum that bills fail of being finally passed.
It his speech an effusion of unmeaning bombast,
containing no lime.—Upon one lofty hill of ble origin. It sprung, ostensibly at least, happened at the last Congress, in relation to aimed at nothing, accomplishing nothing, mercial prosperity of New York is the prac
tice prevalent among all the merchants there,
sienite I found immense breadth of this sili- from an inconsiderable paragraph in onq of iseveral, which, if not of equal importance proving nothing but the ill-suppressed feel of advertising their goods in the newspapers
ciousrock, extremely and ponderously im. the newspapers of the city, which an honor- with the fortification bill, were yet of very ings which prompted it. The great business —an example which might be followed, with
consequence to the country.
It would of the nation must stop to allow the gentle
j
pregnated with iron, and at a distance of a-. able member from New York (Mr. Cambre- great
great advantage, by Boston and other
! leng) deemed of sufficient consequence, as it have happened to others also, if that making man to run a tilt against “ the personification
bout a mile from this, the iron-increasing in
The newspapers of this city
for the civil and diplomatic of a sentiment ;” and the House exhibits the merchants.
related to himself personally, to bring to the appropriations
i
quantity in the intermediate distance, I came: notice of the House. The charge, which he !service had not been converted into an omni disgraceful spectacle of boisterous applause convey to the stranger a very imperfect idea
of the amount of business transacted within
upon one of the rarest natural metallic specta’ conceived to be made against himself, was by bus,
to take up all the wayfaring and the tar at his fancied success in overthrowing “ a
<
its limits. Out-of-town merchants ought not
personified
sentiment
!
n
cles I have ever seen. Upon a mountain1 no means a new one ; and the repetition of it, dy.
And yet, often as this has occurred, it
<
to be expected to grope their way from
To be continued.
sparingly covered with trees, I observed ai at this time, would scarcely have attracted has never before been thought a fit occasion
wharf to wharf, or from street to street, to
vein like mass of iron of a steel gray. Thisi any additional notice, if the honorable mem for Executive interference, nor for investiga
We copy the following article from the In hunt up the goods which they may wish to
tion
by
a
subsequent
Congress.
The
move

ber
had
not
deemed
it
suitable
to
invest
it
vein was about 150 feet above the surface of
quirer of this morning, as a specimen of the purchase—the newspaper of the day ought to
the adjacent plain, and at the surface had the with some importance, and to found upon it ment in relation to it is altogether unprece tender mercies exercised by the Trades’ Un be a never-failing directory, into which they
the novel measure proposed by the honora dented, and the purposes to be gained do not 1
may look with confidence for an inventory of
appearance of being roughly paved with ble mover of this resolution. The important lie very deeply concealed.
Where it origina ion, towards a Woman. We admire the spir
black pebbles of iron, from one to twenty measures for the interest and welfare of the ted 1 know not, but the occasion seems to be it of the female in question, and would rec the stocks in market. If this were the case—
pounds weight, beneath the surface it ap whole country, which are required at our seized upon as a very fitting one to throw an ommend her to the patronage of the ladies of as it is not, here—the stranger could buy
with much greater facility, and many who
peared to be a solid mass. I measured the hands, must stand still; the embargo, which additional responsibility upon one branch of Philadelphia, which she deserves not only on now go to other cities, would leave their
account of her independence, but for keep
vein from east to west full 500 feet, and 1 we have been so frequently told hangs over the Government, in relation to which the ing a good establishment.
cash with us.—Boston Post.
traced it north and south 1,900 feet, until it the.great commercial city which he repre feelings of the President have not, I believe,
Philadelphia Gazctbe.
been much disguised. It is, in my judgment,
sents,
must
continue
yet
longer
;
public
and
The Government and the Surplus Revenue.
was covered with the superficial soil. Un
To the Public.—Whilst at my usual em
private business both must give place, in or very extraordinary that the President should
—The disposal of thirty millions of dollars
usual as is the magnitude of the superficial
der that the honorable member, upon whose have regarded it his duty to introduce this ploy, the door opened and a circular was will admit of a vast multitude of contracts,
cube contents of this vein, yet it must be in Atlantean shoulders the Government seems subject into his message in the terms he has thrown in by an unknown hand, published
and the employment of an immense number
significant to the subterraneous quantity. to rest, might have the opportunity of at used. His duty lies with such bills as Con by the Shoemakers’ Society on the ladies
of patriotic agents ; both of which may easily
branch,
asserting
that
a
portion
of
the
em

gress
send
to
him
for
approval,
and
with
This extraordinary phenomenon filled me tempting to free himself from charges neither
be made useful in the promotion of the
of Philadelphia, among whom I was |““"'Tim*“ -uT «".¿Tn"
with admiration.— Here was a single locaL new in themselves nor supported by new ev those only. He can have no just interference ployers
included, had refused to pay the advanced grea?ntere51oI“r:.X?"..?UIr . The exity of iron offering all the resources of Swe idence, and now put forth in a paper which with the legislation of Congress : and upon prices of from three to six cents per pair ; but ’I penditure of such a vast sum of money, may
be supposed likely to have a direct or
den, and of which it was impossible to esti he affects to hold in great contempt. The what ground does it stand that he can inspect such is not the fact, the advanced price is, | easily
!indirect influence upon the votes of nearly if
gentleman has been indulged with the op the Journals of the Houses, examine the un
mate by any other terms than those adequate
portunity which he sought; and with what finished business, and undertake to arraign from three to eighteen cents per pair, and 1not quite a majority of those whose duty it
to all a nation’s wants.* Upon more minute success he has met it, the House have wit before the country, or before their successors, eighty-seven and a half cents on clogs. Nei- !
will be to act in the approaching election of
investigation of the country, I found other nessed. Such, Mr. Speaker, was apparently either or both Houses for neglect of duty ? ther is it true that I refused to pay the ad
President. This is a species of electioneersimilar metallic beds though not of unequal the origin of the weighty matters we are con What proper object, connected with the ad vanced wages. All the journeymen in myI ingmuch more efficacious than the direct of
employ
struck
on
the
21st
day
of
March,
and
sidering. I was one of those who voted with ministration of the Government, is to be pro
extent and all upon the public lands.
fer of bribes or douceurs, because it has the
the majority, thereby separating from most of moted by it ? What purpose is to be gain on the same day I agreed to give the ad appearance of being done in the regular
*It yields about 70 per cent, of fine iron, but it Ithose with whom I usually act, in giving ed ? Was it to bring the weight of the Ex vanced wages to all, viz : John Felty, George course of business, and has nothing startling
is found not to weld easily, which I attribute to |permission to the honorable member from ecutive arm to bear upon the independence of Felty, George Vanderslice, Chas. Brown, E. in the mode of approaching the subject of
an excess of sulphur.
1Massachusetts (Mr. Adams) to introduce this that branch of the Legislature which it is Lade, D. Godfrey, Thomas Dean, Mr. M’Kel- it, or insulting in the manner of making the
--------------------------------------------------- resolution.
j
I did so with the distinct per known he does not regard with very especial chum, Benjamin Spragg, M. Campbell, Dan offer.
ception
that the resolution had been previous favor 2- Whether such an object be a fit one iel Hused, John Shuster, Wm. Mensing, Wm.
TO YOUNGMEN.
<
Situated as Mr. Van Buren is, with such an
There is no moralobject sobeautiful to ly
1 prepared, and was offered in close connex for the Chief Magistrate of the nation to pur Shourds, Mr. Albert, Mr. Gehung, Wm. Don overwhelming interest at stake, does any
nelly
and
Joseph
Lamb.
These
men
receiv

And,
with, and founded upon the remarks of sue, I leave for others’ consideration.
body doubt that in his opinion the exposed
me as a conscientious young man. I watch ion
'
sir, if the reference to this subject in the ed the advanced prices during the time they
him as I do a star in the heavens : clouds the member from New York ; and I thought message was strange and extraordinary, the worked for me, but in consequence of one of condition of the country requires a very aI could not be mistaken in the belief that it
may be before him, but we know that his was a matter arranged and concerted between introduction of it to the House is no less so. their number not belonging to a trade socie- bundant appropriation for the purposes of de
fence—and it may be asked, if the disposi
light is behind them, and will beam again : the honorable gentlemen.
I could not, An inquiry into the doings or the omissionsi ty, the remainder have struck, thus proving tion of such an amount as Col. Benton calls
the blaze of others’ prosperity may outshine therefore, be in doubt as to the object of the of a preceding Legislature I For what pur that they did not strike for higher wages, but for, may be safely trusted to Executive dis
If we may do so ini for the purpose of regulating my business, cretion ? But the public, having a more im
him, but we know that, though unseenhe, il gentleman, nor as to the character of the re pose ? To what end ?
lumines his own true sphere.
He resists port which might emanate from the select regard to one Congress, why may we not asi Several committees have waited on me for portant interest in the “ General Welfare”
If we may’ the purpose of demanding his discharge, but than he, or any other individual personage
temptation not without a struggle, for that is committee contemplated in the resolution, to all which have preceded us ?
vindicate the reputation on the one hand, or 1I refused, and am determined to discharge no can possibly have, ought in justice to them
should
one
be
appointed.
I
knew
it
was
an
not a virtue, but he does resist and conquer ;
on the grounds of his not belonging to a
impugn the motives on the other, of the last man
i
he hears the sarcasm of the profligate and it object I could not approve, and that it would legislative body which assembled here, and it Itrade society. I have now ten men at work selves, as well as to the safety of the repub
’ be a report which would not have my con- I
lic, to examine the proposition with deep at
stings him, for that is the trial of virtue, but currence. Nevertheless, I voted to admit the be
i the advanced prices, who do not belong to tention, and make up their minds, after calm
I an object worthy to engage our attention, at
society ; they call themselves free and and close deliberation, whether it is compati
he heals the wound with his own pure touch. gentleman’s proposition ; useless though it where
will our labors of that description the
1
1
terminate ?
Far better for the independent. My motto is now, and ever ble with that safety, to place such a vast aHe heeds not the watchword of fashion, if it was—extraordinary though it was. I did so, probably
|
will it be that we now perform our will be, “ freedom, good wages, and rule my mount of the means of corrupting the com
leads to sin : the Atheist who says, not only simply because I would not be seen shrink- country
<
RACHAEL SMITH.
duties, than to employ ourselves in the own shop.”
i
munity, in the hands of a party, whose means
in his heart, but with his lips, “ there is no ing, or in a position which might be repre- own
No. 21, North Sixth street.
vain
inquiry
why
our
predecessors
did
not
discussion
sented
as
shrinking
from
such
a
are directed, and whose ends are to a very
God,” controls him not, for he sees the hand
be chalchal perform theirs. The member from Massa
great extent accomplished, by the most un
of the creating God and reverences it, of a or investigation as I perceived to
A Trial of Memory.—A person was boast blushing corruption.—JV. Y. Daily Adv.
lenged. Gentlemen may have it, so far as chusetts (Mr. Adams) manifested unusual in
preserving God and rejoices in it. Wo my consent goes, just so long as they desire dignation in reference to the message sent by ing, in Foote’s presence, of the extraordinary
man is sheltered by fond arms and guided it. Let me not be understood, however, for the Senate, on the last night of the session, felicity with which he could commit any
Flag of Texas— The Texians, it is said,
by loving counsel ; old age is protected by a moment, as intimating that the minority on reminding the House of the report of confer thing to memory, when the modern Aristoph have adopted a flag of the new Republic—a
anes
said
he
would
write
a
dozen
lines
in
ees
upon
the
disagreeing
votes
of
the
two
its experience, and manhood by its strength ; that occasion, who voted against the intro
single star and stripes, with the word ‘ Inde
prose which he would not be able to repeat
but the young man stands amid the tempta duction of this resolution, are to be supposed, Houses respecting the fortification bill : he
pendence.’
from
memory,
in
as
many
minutes.
A
wa

tions of the world like a self-balanced tower. in the smallest degree, or under any circum found no precedent for such a proceeding. He ger was instantly laid, and Foote produced
had examined the Journals of Congress from
The government ef the United States has
¡Happy he who seeks and gains the prop stances, capable of shrinking from any dis the organization of the Federal Government, the following :—“ So she went into the gar
cussion or inquiry suitable to be entertained.
ordered home the whole of the Neapolitan
and shelter of Christianity.
I doubt not, sir, their motives were far high and of the British Parliament for I know not den to cut a cabbage leaf to make an apple and French indemnification money in gold.
Onward, then, conscientious youth ! raise er, and will commend themselves much how many centuries, and he called upon the pie ; and at the same time, a great she bear
The effect of this order will be, it is said, a
thy standard and nerve thyself for good more to the approbation of the country, than Speaker and all the members of the House, coming up the street, pops its head into the
loss to the claimants of from five to seven
ness. If God has given thee intellectual will the purposes had in view by those who old and young, to say whether they had ever shop. What no soap ? So he died, and she per cent. On the French claim alone, the
very
imprudently
married
the
barber
;
and
power, awaken it in that cause ; never let it have sought this discussion.
Sincerely de heard of such an indignity offered by one
there were present the Pickinnies and Jobil- loss will amount to three hundred - thousand
be said of thee, he helps to swell the tide of sirous of promoting the public business, and branch of a legislative body to the other ? lies, and the Garulies, and the Grand Panjan dollars, in consequence of charges of trans
sin, by pouring his influence into its chan seeing the utter uselessness, and worse than Allow me, sir, to inquire of the honorable drum himself, with a litle round button at the portation, insurance, &c. An attempt is now
member, if, in the course of his very profitable
nels. If thou art feeble in mental strength, uselessness, of such a proceeding, they were and interesting researches, he discovered a top ; and they all fell to playing the game of making by some of the agents, to have a sec
ready to do their duty to the country, regard
tion added to some appropriate bill, pending
throw not that poor drop into a polluted cur
less of all imputations which might be cast precedent for such a resolution as he has catch as catch can, till the gunpowder ran
rent,
Awake I arise young man ! assume upon them, and every misrepresentation of now offered ? If not, I presume, upon re out of the heels of their bools.” Such a before Congress, to protect the claimants un
der the French treaty, from future unneces
the beautiful garment of virtue ! It is easy, their motives. Such sentiments were highly flection, he will not consider the want of a mass of unconnected nonsense defied mem sary and injurious sacrifices in collecting their
ory,
and
the
wit
won
his
wager.
fearfully easy to sin ; it is difficult to be pure honorable to my friends, and I feel the force precedent merely, so entirely objectionable as
money.—Newburyport Herald
and holy. Put on thy strength, then, let of them fully. But, at the same time, sir, I he seemed to regard it : his resolution, like
Texas
is
not,
as
you
would
probably
sup

thy chivalry be aroused against error, let could not but perceive the position in which the message he reprobates, will stand alone— pose, united in the great struggle before her.
O^Mr. John G. Whittier of Haverhill,
truth be the lady of thy love—defend her. we were placed ; and, at a time when upright unprecedented in the past, and, I trust, un( Party spirit has taken a form here even more Massachusetts, has taken the editorial chair
supported by any thing in the future.
But,
motives
are
little
appreciated,
I
knew
how
Southern Rose,
. malignant than in the U. S. ; and to such an of the Essex Gazette, lately occupied by Eeasily we might be made to bear the respon sir, most extraordinary of all, most unexpect. extent has domestic cavilling been carried, rastus Brooks, Esq. Mr. Brooks will contin
ed,
were
the
speech
of
the
honorable
mem

sibility or the odium of thwarting and sup
that the council have deposed, impeached, ue the proprietorship of the Gazette until the
pressing investigation for political and party ber, and the objects avowed to be sought by
SOAK YOUR SEED.
and arrested the governor, while he, by an first of July, when it passes into the hands of
The suggestion of a practical gentleman, purposes. For one, I was, though not desir the proposed inquiry. “ To restore harmony official fiat, has dissolved the council j and Mr. Jacob Caldwell.
between the Houses !” Such was the de
Mr. Whittier is well known as a popular
in corroboration of our own experience on ous, yet willing to meet this matter, here or clared purpose.
What an adaptation of thus we see the striking anomaly of two gov writer, and we expect much amuseffient and
elsewhere. The fortification bill of the last
ernors, created by different authorities, ru
the subject, has satisfied us that mulberry
session failed ; every body knows it. How it means to ends ! To restore harmony, to
instruction from his pen.
seed ought never to be sown until it has been failed is of exceedingly little consequence ; promote a good understanding, by charging, ling in the same country.—Jour. Com.
Bangor Meeh, Farmer.
soaked in water blood warm for at least but, as every body does not know it, I have in the bitterest terms, gross dereliction of du
The Jury in the Crandall case, which hae
six hours. It will vegetate quicker, grow no desire to keep back that information, let ty upon the Senate, and individual members
No man who loves his family fails to tak^
more vigorously, and ensure a much great the effect of it be what it may. The gentle- of it with little short of treason ! Such were lately been tried in Washington, have-return a newspaper
ed
a
verdict
of
not guilty.
I
the
pacific
means
which
the
honorable
memman from New York (Mr. Cambreleng) ener number of plants.
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This soi-disant “ Napoleon of South Ameri
ate’s amendment providing for an exploring
ca,” then carried out the farce still farther, but U ATT LD STATES LEGISLATURE. expedition to the South Seas
was adopted,
very inappropriately, by-imitating that great
MAIL ARTICLED
Later from. Europe.—The packet ship Col Captain at (Grenoble, and saying, » If you TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS..,.FIRST SESSION. and the amendment agreed to, and the bill
was reported to the House. On
C the question
The Florida War.—Y^stefdaypT.
umbus, from Liverpool, arrived at New York will kill your General—fire !” which they did.
of concurrence on the amendment of the ex brought us a great number of accounts /
on Friday last, bringing London papers to A- Eighty more of his officers were sentenced to
SENATE.
ploring expedition a long debate arose, which ficial and unofficial, of the movements
pril 3. It appears that all difficulty in rela be shot, and about one hundred more con
MONDAY, MAY 2.
tion to the payment of the American claim demned to hard labor, in chains, for three
Mr. Davis presented the Resolution from was not concluded, when at 12 o’clock, the troops in Florida. Those which are pu°b J
ritnSe °W’
raCe aH thG prineiPa‘ wt
was not only removed, but that two thirds of years, on the public works of Peru : among the Legislature of Massachusetts, praying for special order of the day was called.
the money had been already paid, on the which will be a splendid bridge near Are- the adoption of measures io prevent the imFRIDAY, MAY 6.
demand
of the
American
bankers,
Messrs.
[From the Washington Globe.]
P°rtation of foreign paupers. The resolution
T> wJ*__ t • t 1
z
•
i
•>.
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. . «
•
. I quipa, which Salaverry blew up in the course
Rothschild & Co. including all which is yet J ofthe acxion.-It is hoped that this punish-! to authorize the appointment of an agent to
Mr. Cambreleng, from the Committee on
Despatches from Major General Scott
due, with interest,
merest, The following is from merit thus for
the _____
first time established,
______
__________ iwill represent the United States in the matter of Ways and Means, reported a bill appropria ted April 12, at Tampa Bay, have beenl’'
the London Times, of March 28.
have a salutary effect in suppressing the fre- j
Smithsonian legacy, and the bill for the ting a million of dollars for the defence of the ceived at the Adjutant General’s office h
In virtue of powers received from the Uni quent and bloody insurrections which have P.a?ment °f the Vermont militia for their ser- Western frontier, which was twice read and which the following extracts are madeted States Government, by Messrs. Roths desolated that country and destroyed its v’fes at Platsburgh, were severally read a referred to the Committee of the Whole.
“1 have the honor to report, for the ¡nfw
child & Brothers, of Paris, these gentlemen brightest prospects—to say nothing of the third time and passed. The bill to regulate
mation of the Secretary of War and r r’
An error having occurred in the
have applied to the French Treasury for the injurious consequences to American com- the public deposits was taken up, and amendhe 9th
9th sec
sec- al-in-Chief, that 1 reached this place
payment ot the instalments due, conformably merce.—N. Y. Star._______________________ i merits offered by Mr. Wright and Mr. Cal- tion of the ‘ Poor Debtor’s Act,’ as published ) the greater part of the right wing under IL
to the convention of 1831, and have received
------------------------------------------ | hotm were ordered to he primed. The bill in our Extra sheet of the laws of
.. the
the last
last sesses- , adier General Clinch on the 5th inst p
the sum of 18,000,000 francs. The remain
Late an(
and^ ^
Important
nPorlanl from New Grenada. — \ Por the mqnovement of certain harlrors was sioh, we insert the law in our paper entire, i adier General Eustis came in with k i3’
as
corrected.
—
Argus.
the |eff wjng the same day, and Colonel L
ing instalments amount to 7,000,000 francs. We arc indebted to John M’Plierson, Esq., taken up, and on motion of Mr. Davis, an
Thus all remaining doubts as to the possibil American
A
"---------------------------------------~
"  amendment was adopted, providing for the An Act supplementary to an Act for the re say, who commands the centre, the davl
Consul at Cartbagena, for
a Ga
ity of any misunderstanding again arising a- zette, Extraordinary, dated Bogota, March preservation of Rainsford Island in Boston
fore. This approximation of the greater oaX
lief of Poor Debtors.
boutthe settlement of this long pending ac 23d, from which we learn that the Conven Harbor. On motion ot Mr. Porter the bill
c
id
..
oi the three columns was the restdt of ¿a, 8
Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and ticular instructions. Each found itsplf
count are happily removed.
tion concluded last year between New Gre was amended by the appropriation of $75,000
of Representatives in Legislature as- I pelled to come in for subsistence
The precise amount paid on account of nada and Venezuela, fora division of the Na for opening, deepening and keeping clear the House of
sembied, I hat any person not a resident of
• ••
ofj1 Although
no general battle has been fi,,, l
the American
indemnity is 18,469,666 francs ...z.
tional
the vtu
old ivvpuiMjc
Republic oi
of voiomoia,
Colombia, mouth of the Mississippi river. The bill was summed,
r ........................................................................
... Debt of tuv
52c.
T
u— remain yet ----- •------- has been rejected by the Congress'of New ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, this State, and who is about to depart there- ’ many combats and sharp affairs havp t i 1
I here
two •instalments
6 tdken
to be paid, which will fall due respectively Grenada, and that in consequence, all the and the Senate proceeded to the considera from with property, or means exceeding the ! place.”
amount required for his own immediatesupimmediate sup- j) The report states that, so far from thp «
on Feb. 2, 1837, and Feb. 2. 1838. The pay Ministers have resigned.—N. Y. Jour. Com.
tion of executive business.
JliriY’t'
€1
F»
r»>*/ it»z-> zl
1. . I J
!
*i
port, FYI
may
be arrested
andzl held
to
bail,
or I my havmg been beaten, and compelled tnn6’
ment of these instalments will entirely liqui
committed
to
prison,
as
is
provided
in
the
1' for peace, on the contrary.
contrary, » the small m
date, with its interest, the debt of 25,000,000f.
TUESDAY, MAY 3.
thiFii
sporinn v,.
A/.t- tn
.... ii ___i
• t »nave
'
°f c*n
anAct
t0 whicht
his i©
is ©upsup-j
which
have -i>been met Jwith
almost ev?8
Latest from Florida—We received last eve
«.-------------vvutvii Luis
wniun
which had well nigh given rise to a collision
As
soon
as
the
Journal
was
read,
a
mess

plementary.
/ where? haVe fi<iercely
■ resisted
’
’
ning a slip from the office of the Columbia
until put inXn”
between France and America.
age
from
the
House
was
received,
announc

Gazette, containing one letter from
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That in all 8er of the bayonet.
. war, on our part, is,
The newly elected Spanish Cortes assem- 1 Times
—\ \
The
Florida,
dated Fort Brooke, Tampa Bay, 13th ing the death of Richard J. Manning, of S. C. actions not founded on contract, express or i» fact, scarcely begun,
bled at Madrid March 22, The Queen
“
' ...
in
per- ¡ ()¡
t
a member of the House.
■
'j.
giving
the
details
of
the
march
of
Gen.
The report further states that lIJe
the horses
son delivered a speech fromn the throne, and I A
Mr. Preston then rose, and moved the usu implied, or on judgment on such contracts,
themiembers of the Chamber of Procura Eustis’ command, from which we give the al resolutions, which be prefaced with perti as in the firstand second sections of the Act i Graft, pack, and saddle, were much redu* d
following
summary
:
aforesaid is provided, process shall run a-! —many broken down on the march nw?
dores took the oath. M. Mendizabal contin
trninst th«
hrwlv of
nfiko
...1 he
l. .. or
__ltr»tko
____
J.
, erj
’ uw|
0g
The army saw no Indians until they reach nent and impressive remarks.
gainst
the body
the Defendant, ..and
' to
had state of luau?
roads,
ues to act in the capacity of Prime Minister.
.. the
..... k.>zl
, i|,,ot. weath
great
The
resolutions
were
adopted
unanimous

she may be arrested or imprisoned on mesne loads
J
It was reported that the army of Gen. Evans ed the river Ocklawaka, 30 miles from Volu ly, and the Senate adjourned.
and indifferent grazing. Siek„
process, or execution, any thing in said Act j (measles and mumps,) had considerably re
had gained some advantages over the Car sia, when fires were discovered on the oppo
site side.
Col. Butler, with his battalion,
to the contrary notwithstanding.
lists.
dimed the effective force.
J
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4.
crossed, and after going about three miles,
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That the | The General states that Colonel Smith with
Mr. Webster, from the Committee on Fi
four Indians were discovered and pursued by
Bond required by the Seventh Section of the ; his Louisiana regiment, was about to nro
Latest from Europe.—The packet ship
Gen. Joseph Shelton nance, reported without amendment a bill
Havre arrived at New York on Sunday, the advance guard.
Act aforesaid shall be upon the further con ceed to Charlotte’s Harbor and Pease Creek
,
from
the
House
making
appropriations
for
bringing Paris papers to April 4. The fol was of Buller’s party. He charged, ahead of the Indian Department and for Indian Annu dition, that the person arrested, or imprison | There he is to be joined by a naval officer’
the advance guard, upon one of the Indians
lowing are the principal articles of news.
ities. The bill for the improvement of cer ed, as therein provided, shall submit himself,.and ■proceeding up the creek, land on the
The decree for the payment of the Ameri who had separated in the race from the oth tain harbors was read the third time and to examination,
disclosure
his - busi..—
w, .,,o of
.-«.-I“r i ‘Cft.bank.the 14th April, Colonel Good
-----------, make
ers.
When
within
25
steps
of
the
Indian,
can indemnification was published in lhe Bul
ness affairs ------and rpropertv,
on v«i
oath,
and auiu<7
abide jI f r
!nonnted s°uth Carolina
—
U, any
-...................volunteers
r
ijleers
j Shelton leveled bis gun—the Indian turned passed. Mr. Benton, from the Military Com
letin des Lois on the 2d of April. The fol- j
.strong^ were to march from Tampa Bay
mittee, reported the bill from the House, au the order of the Justices of the Peace and - i=
j
and
presented
his
rifle
at
the
General
—
Shellowing is a translation.
.
i
•
l*?e uPPer Par< of Pear creek, followed by
thorizing the President to accept the services | Quorum thereon. And the notice required i
Palace of the Tuileries, March 19, 1836.) ” ek nf
PUt
i*- ShOt •’?
I in and by said section may be given to the 1 the ,foot of Gen- Kostik wing. The object
of
yolurrteers,
with
amendments,
one
of
Louis Philippe, King of the French.
rXLhf
i JT’ Wi°’ ¿T?. ,ev,,(le"dy ]
Agent or Attorney of said creditor ; and the i
the combined movement is, “ to strike at
By virtue of the laVof June 14th, 1835, ref wounded, turned and hobbled offi- which provides for a considerable increase of i fifteen days after final judgment therein men, na..aroes,; women,, children, and warriors,
warriors
the army. He asked the Senate to proceed I»ed S h
hha‘ JUJlf.,nein t.her?in ‘^n’
lating to the treaty concluded on the 4th of, otkpr harJl
C&P On> 1 ,e
116 I to the consideration of the bill. This bill led ! If
lr.°ITV th.e !asl da^ who have settlements on the upper and low
July, 1831, between France and the United ° * j
popped it, drew a to some debate, in which reference was made
J 1 C.OUrt rende‘-‘»g said judgment, er part of the creek, and who are now inse
States, which authorizes the minister of fiInfor- . teec'
.
5t ^’ther enacted, That the curity, and supposed to be engaged in plant
nances to take the necessary measures for the nio»npnt th« 1 r ,a^iei at bis breyst ; at this to the slate of the Western frontier.
ing, fishing and hunting.”
by
the eighth section V71
of Oct
said
1
- —
J
111
execution of that treaty, under the condition ! to his shn ddJr tn ?
¡'S
lneu-i>’ mation on that subject was demanded, before I| k°«d required
Colonel Lindsay, with a battalion of U S
the
Senate
could
act
iqion
it.
Sercrai
Several
mem1
Acl
*
‘
skad
run
.
lo
tke
creditor
or
creditors
in
expressed in the 1st article of the same law; }
H 1
S
Slbellt°u 1,1 V16 h,P’
...............
with sufficient
or sureties,
bers urged the final disposition of the land ‘ ex
®^utlon,
.... . ......—surety
...
oiucuu.- artillery, a company of Georgia mounted
Considering that the condition has been
tbe approved by the creditor or creditor men, the Alabama regimenl, and an independ
satisfied, and upon the report of our minister1 «¡1 s:Lf, no
’ 88 put out from the oppo- bill before any other subject was taken UpJ
The
Senate
finally
proceeded
to
consider
the
or
*.........
by
two Justices
’
of the Peace
”
aud of the ent company of Louisiana volunteers, is at
oftheflnanceS,-We have ordained and do | u.■c >h. n „r‘H> ‘p * t"!?'
A‘ ‘
Ii,ne
the same time, to march northwardly in purordain as follows:
| Mr. Gibson, of lhe Fairfield troop, came up bill to provide for the distribution of the pro Quoru m.
suit of the Indians, as also, Gen. Clinch, with
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That any his command, both by different routes. Col.
Art. 1. Our minister of the finances will 1,1'“
h'» miislset in ceeds of the public lands, and Mr. Wright
cause to be paid to the Government of the' ®
'e ^•‘‘'«’»¿.’rlto was brought to and Mr. Benton spoke at length against it. debtor who is or may be hereafter arrested, Lmdsay will enter the forks of the WithlaUnited States, or to the bearer of its author!- 1 on
® ‘ S 1
effCC\
Shehon’s shot, The question on the passage of the bill was ! or imprisoned on any execution, or warrant coochee, and thence penetrate, if practicable
taken, and decided in the affirmative as ji for taxes, shall be entitled to his discharge
zation, eighteen millions, four hundred and bhelton was bailly wounded, but, I am hap- then
| as far as the head of the cove while Gen
He leaves to- follows :
| from arrest, or imprisonment, by giving the
eighty six thousand, six hundred and sixty j py to say, is fast recovering.
Clinch enters it below.
Col. Lindsay is to
j
day
for
Pensacola.
The
Indian
killed
was
Yeas
—
Messrs.
Black.
Buchanan,
Clay,
’
j
liond
referred
to
in
the
fourth
section
hereof;
six francs, fifty two centimes, being the fl
scour
the
country,
and
penetrate
the cove
Clayton,
Crittenden,
Davis,
Ewing
of
Ohio,
’
¡and said debtor, giving bond as aforesaid,
mount due on the 2d of Feb. 1836, of the recognized by the volunteers from St. Augus
Goldsborough, Hendricks, Kent, Knight, may cite the creditor, submit himself to an farther than has heretofore been in the pow
tine,
and
the
guides,
as
Ko-ho-ha-jo,
(in
our
er of troops to do.
twenty five millions, the payment of which
language signifying Mad Wolf) a chief of Leigh, McKean, Mangum, Naudain, Nicho examination, and take the oath or affirmation was stipulated in the treaty of July 4, 1831,
Farther operations, ofcourse, will depend
las,
Porter,
Premiss,
Preston,
Robbins,
South
!
distinction
and
influence,
of
the
Micanopy
i
named
in
the
seventh
section
of
this
Act,
and
as follows :
upon events not yet developed.
tribe,
who
commanded,
it
is
said,
45
or
50
ard,
Swift,
Tomlinson,
Webster,
White
—
25.
in
other
respects
complying
with
the
provis

Sum of the instalments of principal for
During the recent movement of the sever
Nays—Messrs. Benton, Calhoun, Cuthbert, !ions of the ninth and tenth sections of the
1833, 1834, 1835 and 1836, deducting one warriors. His name is likewise distinguish
al columns and the various operations of their
Ewing
of
Illinois,
Grundy,
Hill,
Hubbard,)
ed
by
being
affixed,
in
company
with
the
|
Act
to
which
this
is
supplementary,
without
million on account of the fifteen hundred
troops, thirteen were killed and 26 wounded.
thousand francs applicable to French claims, principal chiefs of the nation, to a treaty with King of Alabama, King of Ga. Linn. Moore, <; being committed to prison. And it shall be tobe24inher °f Indians ki,led> ¡s supposed
the Government. The next day Cols. Good Morris, Niles, Rives, Robinson, Ruggles,! the duty of the officer serving said execution
15,666,666 fr. 64c.
win and Butler, with a battalion of the Shepley, Tallmadge, Walker, Wright—20.
to return lhe bond therewith for the benefit
Interest computed to
The face of the country, interspersed with
mounted men, were sent ahead, to reconnoi
of the creditor, who shall be entitled to reFeb. 2d, 1836.
2,819,999
88
fiammocks, Cyprus swamps and marshes,
tre the Indian town Pilaklikaha, the resi
c
t
e
*
v
^
fbe
same
on
filing
a
copy
thereof
wkh
THURSDAY. WAV 5.
----almost impenetrable to the white man, pres
dence of Jumper and Micanopy, two distin - 9The
Senate on motion of Mr. Webster
°f l^e Court or Justice to whom
Total,
18,486,666 fr. 52c.
ents serious obstacles to the prosecution ofa
guished
chiefs.
They
had
proceeded
5
or
6
said
execution
is
returned.
took
up
the
General
Appropriation
bill,
and
Art. 2. The said sum of 18,486,666 fr.
_.J
-------- ^..., t.j/piupnauuu uni, and I
campaign in Florida ; and while these fast
miles,
when
the
advance
guard,
a
uta
_
52c. shall be carried to the account of appro
little dis- the amendments proposed by the Committee ' SecBe it further enacted, That when nesses constitute the natural defence of the
body, , were
r.
iv.
I, the main
, ” ~
”r.ere fired on
.......... i in.
priations
for iwu,
1836, auu
and pitiueu
placed against
anainst me
the ex- 1Í tance in front of
on Einanno
finance were ^k...o.,
chiefly concurred
Sev- i a,1X Constable, Collector or Deputy Sheriff wily Indians, they present difficulties almost
credit
provided by the law of the
P u” t °m a "amn,ock on the left of their era! other amendments were proposed,!shaH
ttraordinary
"
.......................
shall be committed to Gaol for default in
I5th
V pa7y °f fro,n
to fifty i»<hans. which gave rise to debate, and before the bill Pay»ient of any taxes committed to collect insurmountable to their indefatigable pursu15th June,
June" 1835. jIt will form the subject
____of’
crs.
special article
article in
in the
the account
account of
of those
those ap
anaa special
 1 „J? 1 nd,dn8 «ept up a brisk fire whilst the was gone through with, the Senate adjourned. such
c"z‘h r
’—u'- Collector, or Deputy ~
Constable,
Sheriff
Three hundred and ninety nine (399)
men were being formed m order for the enpropriations.
shall be subject to the provisions of this Act friendly Indians (one third warriors) are re
Art. 3. Future provision will be made for gagement, which being done, and the men
and the Act to which this is supplementary, ported to be on board lhe transports, for their
FRIDAY, MAY 6.
the execution of the 2d article of the law a- ordered to charge the hammock, the enemy
The General Appropriation bill, after some and the forty seventh section of an Act enti destination in the west.”
retreated.
J
bove cited, as regards the million deducted
tled an » Act concerning the assessment and
After passing the hammock, into an old further amendment, was passed in concur collection of taxes,” passed March twenty
from the amount due to the United States.
rence with the House. The bill to provide
„
.
MOBILE, APRU.22.
field,
Indians
were
discovered
seated
around
(Signed)
LOUIS PHILIPPE.
first, eighteen hundred and twenty one, so far
the fire ; they immediately retreated back for the enlistment of boys in the Naval ser as it is inconsistent, herewith, is hereby re- ! • | ^the arrival of Gen. Macomb, and his
By the King.
ai<l, Capt. Cooper, of the U. 8. army, and
The amend
about 200 yards to another hammock, and a vice, passed to Lie engrossed.
The Minister of the Finances.
pealed : Provided, That no rights vested un from volunteers discharged from the service
skirmish of about twenty minutes continu- ments reported to the bill to authorize the re der said Act shall be affected thereby.
(Signed)
Count D’ARGOUT.
ceiving of volunteers, were ordered to be
at I am pa Bay, we have been put in possess
The Havre has on board $359,000, part of ance took place, in which one U. S. soldier printed. After a session on executive busi
Sec. 7. Be it further enacted, That in ion of the results of the movements of the ar
the indemnification money, but whether in 'i was badly wounded in the jaw, and it ness, the Senate adjourned to Monday.
stead of the oath or affirmation required by my, from which nothing had been heard here
! was supposed a number of Indians killed. On
gold or silver we are not informed.
the tenth section of the Act to which this is before since they marched for the Withlafhe
day
after
the
skirmish
the
troops
reach

Intelligence from Madrid is to the 27th of
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. ■ supplementary, the following shall be the coochee. Gen. Macomb came this morning
March.—The chamber of procuradores (dep ed Pilaklikaha, and burned it. It had been
form thereof, to wit : I---- i-------- do solemn from Pensacola, which place he reached last
abandoned,
apparently
for
several
months.
TUESDAY, MAY 3.
uties) has elected M. Gonzales for its presi
Col. Lindsay wwicu
erected a r
Fort,
about 22 1 ^r. Pinckney, of South Carolina, announ- ly swear (or affirm, as the case may be,) that night from Tampa Bay, in a U. S. cutter, havon, aoout
dent. This is a triumph for M. Mendizabal.
tke death of his colleague, Richard J 1 have not any estate, real or personal, in ins, with his aid, made the circuit of the Pen
Several accounts from the seat of war in imies from Pampa, and garrisoned it with
and after a feeling eulogium upon possession, reversion or remainder, except insula by sea, from Picolata. Dates from
Spain, concur in saying that the English 7Ü or 80 men, under Capt. Marks. This Fort |
the goods and estate exempted by law from lampa are to the 15th inst.
ships of war have received orders to act of j was attacked on the 27th ult. by about 200 tke deceased, moved resolutions in testimony
On the 12th, Gen. Scott shipped off from
attachment or execution (and the property I
fensively against the Carlists. If this be true, (Indians who continued the assault for two ! of •'««“Peet for the deceased and sympathy have now disclosed as the case may be,) and
lampa Bay,399 Seminoles, men, women,
hours,
after
which
they
retreated.
One
of
1
bis
family,
which
were
adopted.
The
it must be on account of the cruelties com
that I have not since the commencement of and children, being Black Dirt and his tribe.
Marks men was caught outside the pickets, ! House also passed the customary
mitted against English prisoners.
----J. r votes to this suit against me, or at any time, directly
DUtcheron
and scalped,
cnolno.l
.,.,,1 ____
WAstr Avuv.z.
___
.i
-.
On the 15th, the army, in two bodies, startbutchered and
and
one person
person wear crape, to inform the Senate of the event
In France, as in England, the moment a
or indirectly, sold, loaned, leased or otherwise; ed to return on both sides of the Willacoo
wounded inside. It is said 12 or 15 Indians —and adjourned.
slave sets his foot on the soil, he becomes a. were killed.
disposed of, or conveyed, or entrusted to any chee, m the hope of meeting the Indians in
free man ; but hitherto, when any of these
The letter says :
person or persons whomsoever, all or any some force.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4.
slaves have returned to the French colonies,
The prevalent opinion is that the Indians
part of the estate real or personal, whereof I
“ Another movement will be made tomor
Mr.
Jarvis,
from
the
Naval
Committee,
re

they have been considered as again falling’
have been the lawful owner, or possessor, nave broken up and dispersed into small parrow. A mixed Indian, half Spaniard half
ported the Navy Appropriation bill, with the with any intent or design to secure the same,
back into a state, of slavery.
On Friday,
Seminole, was brought in a prisoner the oth-’
I' ,
more can be done at this season,
however, an Ordonnance was signed by the ei’day by Capt. Green, of the U. S. cutter amendments of the Senate, and with amend or to receive or expect any profit, advantages ur
l he health of the volunteers suffers, and the
King declaring that all slaves coming into
ments to the amendments. The House pro or benefit therefrom personally, or that any or climate is a dreadful one. There are 400
France, with the consent of their masters, ob Uailas ; this fellow was captured by friendly I ceeded to the order of the day on the Army au of my family, heirs or friends shall receive sick at Tampa Bay, and out of Col. Brisn
Spaniards, on the coast near Charlotte’s Har Appropriation bill. Mr. Cambreleng, with a
tain their full and perpetual emancipation.
or expect any profit, advantage, or benefit bane s regiment, that left St. Augustine 700
bor. He was interrogated by an interpreter,
view of expediting the passage of the bill therefrom, with an intent, or design to de- strong not 400 are fit for duty. It is, wo
and he confessed that the women and chil
making the ordinary appropriations, with
u-ny of fn-v creditors.—So help me God. hear, the plan of Gen. Scott to discharge the
Highly Important news from Lima.—The dren, plunder, and negroes, of the Indians drew his amendment, proposing the increase
Usurper Salaverry Defeated and taken Prison were concentrated at the head of Pea Creek | of appropriations for the armament of fortifi (Or, this—I do under the pains and penalties <volunteers, and send them home between the
25th inst. and the 1st of May, and, selecting
er. —By a letter from our correspondent at within ten miles of Charlotte’s Harbor. Gen’ I cations. The question being stated on Mr. of perjury—as the case may be.j
Sec. 8. Be it further enacted, That when the most healthy point compatible with the
Payta, March 21, 1836, we have the important Scott has thought it advisable to act upon this I Mercer s motion to provide for the establish
information that the civil war in Lima has information. The Spaniard has been taken ment of a national foundry, Mr. Ward said any debtor, on examination and disclosure service, to establish posts of regulars, of
terminated by a pitched battle, Feb. 7th on around to Charlotte’s Harbor in the cutter— 1I that a bill for this object would be soon re- under the seventh section of the Act to which which there are about 1300, to keep the Inn
the height of “ Alto de la Luna11 near Are’qui- three or four hundred of the Louisiana troops ! ported by the military committee. The a- this is supplementary, shall disclose, or it < tans in check, until the season enables the
pa, in which the army of Salaverry was com have been sent by water. Tomorrow the S ; »’endmerit was then rejected. On motion of shall appear from other evidence, that he has army to resume operations.
Gen. Shelton, of the South Carolina volunpletely routed, and he taken prisoner while C. troops will take up the line of march, with I Mr. Cambreleng, the provision for subsist- attachable estate or properly, he shall be per
attempting to make his escape to Islay, on six days’provisions on their backs, and two ¡ence vyas increased from $370,400 to $495,- mitted to go at large upon the bond given at teeis, is in this city, severely wounded.
1 here are others of the sick volunteers also
the sea coast, where his vessels of war were bushels corn on their horses, for Pea Creek !
! »e appropriation for Barracks, &c. at the time of his arrest, until the creditor shall here, whose names we have’not heard.
assembled. He had 25,000 men, while San which, by land, is distant 30 or 40 miles from’
make his election, as in said section is provi
m
o
• on was struck out, on motion of
Gen. Macomb and Capt. Cooper leave this»*
ta Cruz numbered 6000, composed of Peru this place. The Spaniard has promised to ■| Mr.
Sevier, on the ground of the unhealth ded, to levy his execution upon the body of
vians and Bolivians. The battle lasted seven conduct the troops to the camp of the ene-1 fulness of the place. After some further a- said debtor, or upon the property by him dis- evening for New Qrleans, in the steamboat
days, when Salaverry, after repeatedly repul f»y- If he is to be relied on, and the In-! mendments the- bill was reported to the closed or of which it shall appear that he was merchant, on their way to Washington City,,
via Mississippi.—Register.
sing the assaults of Santa Cruz, was ultimate «sans are unwary, we may strike the finish House, and subsequently the amendments possessed as aforesaid.
ly compelled to yield, from fatigue and ex ing blow yet.
were concurred in,—the bill was ordered to . Sec. 9. Be it further enacted, That noth
The North Carolina Special Election.—It is
haustion, to an overwhelming force.
Our
t™°l's,wil1 continue their march tie engrossed fora third reading—was read a
ing m this Act shall be construed to repeal announced, by authority, in the last Raleigh
correspondent adds-» The slaughter is said M "l , “a i lo Vl,lusia. ™<1 then, or at third time and passed.
an Act entitled » An Act giving further rem •standard, that Gov. Spaight has declined
to have been terrible, and the field was cov Picolata, be discharged.
The bill making appropriations for the na edy in cases of wilful trespass,” passed Feb ordering a new election between Messrs.
EJm?re’s co,nPany has been reduced,
ered with headless trunks, the dying and the
val service, with the amendments of the Sen- ruary fourteenth eighteen hundred and thirty1 Graham and Newland.
The matter is to
dead.” Santa Cruz acknowledges a loss of by sickness, from 115 to 78.
akG’ ATld
amenflments thereon reported by ib-ree. And an Act entitled » an Act for the stand m statu quo until the next August e600 men.
Charleston Courier.
the Naval Committee, was taken up in Com abolition of imprisonment of honest debtors! lections So it seems that Gov. Spaight is
On the 18th of February, Salaverry, to
mittee of the Whole.
1
for debt passed March thirty first eighteen determined that, since Newland could not get
gether with his Generals and Colonels’ FerJohn Randolphs mi.-The Court of Ap
discussion arose on the amendment hundred and thirty one, is hereby repealed. the seat this session, Graham shallnot have it.
nandini, Picoaga, Moya, Cardenas, and five
I ri'bv
r!£
vested
under said Act And thus the people of the 12th Congression
of the Senate providing-for‘a Sou
n’,ded
.ded J?°
no ri
^hts ves
>
others, were shot. The officers suffered first peals tn V.rgima have reversed the decision
expedition of discovery, which the NavM I tied ...‘ afrected
lhere^.
of
the
General
Court
m
reference
to
John
al District are to be unrepresented on the
.
--.j.
And
an
Act entifind when Salaverry was brought out to
- -An Act regulating bail in civil Actions, . ooi of Congress for. nearly
...
Randolph’s Will. The substance of the o- | Committee proposed to modify, when it was 1
one
whole sesshave the bandage placed over his eyes, he
T Z V 1A
i'\ /-\ <-» ■ *» '-.
T*
- B
■
—
of the Court ,B
is ,that
on the first of TannLI!:uUnzdtha^a3uor»m was not present, and; passed March nineteenth eighteen hundred , ,on’ »©cause forsooth they do not choose a
u7\oninenrstofJa
disdainfully refused, saying, “ I can look mv pinion
uarv
1832.
Jnhn
R^iu.
1
Ot
Jdn
:
I
and twenty one is hereby revived.
; man
™a»t0
to P^ase
please the party 1I—The excuses given
murderers in the face, for fear is no part of uaiy 1832, John Randolph was of unsound ’the Co,rili’»»’e rose, and after some ffirther
Sec. 10. Be it further enacted That a ' m
m>a,ght f°r nOt orde,inS an election
my composition.” We may admire the cour mind, and therefore the paper purporting to Proceedings the House adjourned,
be his last will and testament is void.
Judge of any Municipal Court shall have ‘the the ex^ense^
¡nS° S, Ori’
age, bm must despise the cruelty, and rejoice
3 he will of 1821, which provides for the ein the fate of this wretched tyrant. He ex
tkcksday, may 5
same
and subject to the like duties, tion so great and h n • c
I"?
!■'
pressed a wish to be shot by a guard of his mancipation of all Mr. Randolph’s slaves is inPo^L^*
now before the General Court for Probate
own countrymen, which was complied with. aud will probably be contested.
Committee
’ in
»ent
proposedof
by the
the Whole.
Committee to thX-’ I
GoX^T18M
APPTO’ed
I ,h°Ught ’"'’¿«¿¡emXld'1 ¿".lecfio’n.“ "
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Scott shipped off from
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j From England.—The ship Star has arrived
(From the National inteffigencerj
‘at New York, from Liverpool, bringing LonThe Land Bill.don papers to April 7. These papers furnish
country on the final passage through theSeiT
very little news.
^?ab tr
!41y 8
reat>. and beneficent
w.Hhis
mis gieai,
limy
gieav,
The French Government has issued a de lte.°
measure. Thrice has it received the delibercree forbidding the exportation of arms and Hli;
ate sanction of that body. It is called for by
ammunition from France, except under sue- aZ
ciaJ license: tthe
u- object is to ¿revent'¿7n Un-C°UUt77>a!led f7 by many Stales ofthe
receivino- his
his supplies
siinnlL, from that
with the great key-stone in their cenCarlos from receiving
-¡Ue- VVe sincerely hope that it may concen-!
country.
____
irate tbe support Sf a 'majority ofthe ReX
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i io
° z-v
-^'ivvxurs of the Port
PROBATE NOTICE
land Stage Company, held at Jonathan
Connecticut.—The Legislature of C6iT°J",iPraia“ hM at Kennebunk, mlh»tone s Inn Kennebunk, on Monday, the Min
9th day of May , 1836.
necticut met at New-Haven on the 4th inst.
Vork’°fn theH
Voted, That the Agent of the Portland
in the -year of our Lord
John Stewart was chosen President of the
?Jage Coinpany’ be„ ducted to conform to
the'remiirempnt« nf 7’“"' 7"“ lu vuniorm lo
Senate, and Robinson S. Hinman, Clerk. In
IV Am Ar Judg^ of said Court :
I? • q
f an Act Prohibiting the
°^EPH WATERHOUSE, guardian of
the House, Chauncey F. Cleaveland was
®™.n T “ild c,rculati™ <>>' Bank bills°of
a Smp j^FPTla’i ch?f,es Henry» Reuben and
elected Speaker, and Wm. P. Burrall and
10 state ‘g^Xe-XXy empba’iSr slatt (
i, apj. unnvi um z'tru.—vve omitted ’to
min°rS’and cbHdl'en of
John
C. Palmer, Clerks. lbe Message of yesterday,
Elisha Lit deheld, late of Kennebunk, in said
„
in our news from Lima, which
««« received
icwjvcu via
via Panama,
ranaina, that
mat the
the corvette
,S ”1 the
and 4ih seciion of said’ Act61^ nub* < unty, yeoman, deceased, having present
Governor Edwards was delivered on the 6th.! was
---------- own by^he e^uess° terms oTth^
Kennebunk Gazette M^me ed his first accounts of guardianship of his
This document is not a very important one— ! Santa Cruz (formerly the bark S. E. Bur-!
for lh®. i'
P“
ur
- iiltJC
the Spree or
of Virginia.
We
trust
that
“
should
Cit^of
Pordand
0“6
PapeiS hl the said warns for allowance :
the abolition^movements, which are denom-1I nnss<1 Afc ---- ‘i’
1’
Virginia.
■
Virginia. ’
ORDERED—That the said guardiaH
inated improper .nd impolitic-the public I P The ¿hr. Olifi^of^sum^whiHi''
r" b!" ag“‘ P“— "-y House of
- Remesentn.
*“I*«««
1
y
°
da
'
nifx
SEWALL,
President
iss the House of Representapjve notice to all persons interested, by cansrevenue, all projects in reference to which, (»»Id to Gen. ObregJsa. and ar"id with five S “
Ih® S",‘C-,iOn of,he P1resth?po W of this order to be published
NATH’L JEFFERDS, Clerk.
his excellency thinks, are premature at least,,an<^commanded by Capt. Freeman, a him in the ^fiice ^of theOPuXUnCaudeSofAhe
GaXt eeks success^ely in the Kennebunk
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That from coiil ’aPr‘nted at Ke»»ebunk, in said
unril .h. V s. Co..,,,,,,.., ...
—"S8 nl'18^
"V 'I* fir-' «“F'
.«1. n. p-.,.'
hup
1
lhey may aPPeai’ at a Proerry’s brigs of 10 guns,___ ..
office and duty with respect to national de s;:-rl=:.
“L'airsr:;,
«= —“ Steisxi «»sa» ■oLmv
"L be ,,ekl at Sac0'
«‘¡'1
ofone hour and
forty minutes—
......... viliv* AW VIUV10 VI
fence and all other things within its prov C. - ‘ T?l
*18
M°aday in June next, at
--- --------Americans^
his crew, chiefly
ami En<ffish I vX‘applied the a»V Bank Bill or note of a less denomination ten nf
ince”—Monopolies and Common Schools, They
ie in the forenoon, and
his crew,
chiefly Americans
and the
English.)
had attempted
to board, but
7^ d ! wTtl e
\ a»d consider- ;
two dollars issued by any Bank in this
actTu nA?’ 1 rny lhey hase- wi‘y tlle Siiid
tu Muani) out
IUC7
WIllQ
are the principal topics to which the atten '• ■ w
—
’
nd !nb tiie '»st surplus and the danger to which
and from and after the first dav of Oc- accounts should not be allowed.
died away. The whole fleet of Salaverry
it is exposed in the deposit« banks, we anx-1 t7>er next
Perso» or body corporate in
tion of the Legislature is invited. A geolo have since surrendered.—JV*. Y. Star.
A
W*aCutte« Allen, Registeh
A tine copy—Attest,
’
a
*
jously hope, that, on reviewing all his opin-!th,s Stafe shall pass or put imo circulation as
gical survey of the State is in progress and
tons,
and
adverting
to
the
known
wishes
and
aforesaid
any
Bank
Bill
or
note
of
a
less
deApril 9.
Wl*' CuTti:R Alien, Register
From
Texas.
—
Gen.
Gaines
having
been
in

the finances of the State are represented as
■ sentiments of tiie People, the President will »omiiiation than three dollars issued by any
structed by the President to preserve thes not withhold his approbation from the mensin a flourishing condition.
meas- iI iki:k
Ba»k Gf
or person in this State, and from and
neutrality of the Mexican frontier, and having
me
second
imfiortanee,
we
truly
and
cona
^
ler
l
he
first day of June eighteen hundred
Rhode Island.—The Legislature of this learned that a Spaniard, supposed to be act scientiowsly belief, to no other ever present- ; an<1, thirty seven no person or body corporate qpllE inhabit^, Of tbe town afKenne.
corporate
ing
under
Mexican
authority,
had
been
enga

State assembled at Newport on the 4th in
cd to the consider atioiq or passed by the in this Slate shall pass or put into circuhi
,
bunk, and others liable to be taxed
ged in exciting the Caddo Indians, within
i -. :J
■' —Bill
• ’o7 note of a therein, are hereby required to make and
any•' Bank
stant. In the House, the Speaker and Clerks our limits, and inducing them to lake part in votes of the members of the National Legis- tion as aforesaid
lature.
b
less denomination than five dollars issued by bung m co the^undersigned, Assessors of said
of last year were re-elected without opposition. the war against the people of Texas, has adShould this measure go into practical oper any Bank or person in this State.
If all’ if™ aDd PerfT
Of their P°Hs
dressed
letters
to
the
Governors
of
Louisiana,
A committee appointed to count the votes)
ation, there will be distributed meier it, a
teec. 4. Be it further enacted, That if any /£ t W,r estates, both real and personal#
Mississippi,
Alabama
and
Tennessee,
calling
for Governor, &c. at the late election, report
year, exclusive of the receipts from sales of person m this State shall violate the second excepting such as is by law exempted froni
on them for mounted volunteers, to assist
ed that J. B. Francis received 4020 votes and him in keeping the Indians in check, and in the public lands during the next year, about ^ttonof tins Act, the person so offending I taxauon,) which they were possessed of on the
twenty-two millions, arising from that source shall forfeit and pay for each and every such fiist day of May, 1836, and it will be expect
was elected Governor ; Mr. Burgess received enforcing his orders.
His letter, addressed
prior to tbe 1st of January 1836
and, in ' offence n sum not less than five nor more than ! ed of each person to make oath to the best of
2984 votes and other candidates 147. Jef to the Governor of Louisiana, asks for a brig- . addition, whatever sum shall l>e received I
fiffeen dollars. And if any Bank in this State I his knowledge, that said list contains all his
ade,
to
consist
of
two
or
three
battalions,
aiid
I
frey Hazard is elected Lieut. Governor,'and
during tbe current year. The first quarter, it i
taxable property, and those who fail to bring
is dated at Natchitoches, April 8. The an-) has been ascertained, has yielded six miL ' shaft violate any of tbe provisions of this Act !
the Jackson and anti-masonic candidates for
such Bank shall forfeit and pay for each and’ bGbeA^eX“’
“PeC‘ n°
svver of the Governor of Louisiana is not yet 1,on.^ and, if the three following quarters ;
every such offence five hundred dollars; And
Senators are chosen.
received.—Boston Patriot.
s ia each yield an equal sum, the amount i if■ ,any "-'
—j "<•
p«’«aiv ui
body
corporate
in mis
thisotute,
State, omer
other th be at
Conrad, the Van Buren member of the
which will be distributed from this single ltt
Agent of any such bddy corIoseph Dane’s ofRecovery
of
the
Money.
—
The
Providence
f<ir
PurPoge of receiving ihe
year will be twenty-four millions, making an !1 pome acting m said
■J capacity, or any person i
Pennsylvania Legislature, who acted so
Journal confirms the report of the recovery
‘8 Wth
lfti‘ to the
">e
.tha
f^y of the present
sum (exclusive of the receipts of i acting m said Agent’s stead, shall violate any I."
prominent a part in the Bribery farce last of $178,000, in bills, of the money stolen aggregate
the ne,xtyear,) which will be distributed from I of the provisions of this Act, such body corfrOin iwo »«til four o’clock in the afwinter, resigned his seat in the House,—after from the Merchant’s Bank. The gold sover the 1st of July next to the 1st of April, 1837, j porate shall forfeit and pay for each and every tftr
ternoon
.....
***"
‘lnnn of each of said days
NATH’L JEFFERDS,) A
dollars.
receiving from the Speaker a public repri eigns have gone to Europe with an accom oMort-y-six millions
—of
-------|s»ch offence, a sum not less than twenty-five,
plice of the robber, from whom the bills were
JESSE TOWNE
C Assessors of
vVe might enlarge on the greater safety of; nor mora tban one hundred dollars. And
mand, in compliance with a vote of the received. The whole amount stolen was
EZRA PERKINS.
(Kennebunk.
is
vast
tn
nit
iru-th«
cs
-----*
each
and
every
body
corporate
in
this
State
this
fund
m
the
hands
of
the
States
than
House,—and appealed to the people to sustain $216.000.. The Providence papers, for reas in the possession of the deposite banks. We
Kennebunk, May 4, 1836.
'Banks not excepted, offending as aforesaid,’
him in a canvass for re-election.
The elec ons of their own, give us no particulars of might dilate on the objects of internal im- shall be liable to forfeiture of charter.
tion took place last week, and poor Conrad the discovery of the robbers, but the New piovement, of education, and of other great
York papers of yesterday supply the deficien domestic interests, which may be promoted
I, the imdergig’gied, as Ageist
was defeated by 150 votes ! The whig can
cy.
The Commercial says, the robber is and accomplished by this large sum.
But |I of the Portland Stage Company, hereby give
didate was chosen. A whig was never be James Bell, alias Laid ley, by trade a carpenwe shall leave the contemplation of these to notice, that the provisions of the above law
fore returned to the House, it is said, from ! ter. Suspicion was excited by his abruptly the imagination of our readers.
and vote will be carried into effect.
jmes lord
and others in the employment
this county, (Schuylkill.)
The people can leaving Providence immediately after the
Ate just received and is now openin« art
of
the
P.
S.
C.
are
hereby
directed
to
govern
I
robbery,
and
he
was
traced
to
that
city,
but
A fine Salmon was served up at the Elm
judge from this “ sign” as to the degree of)
extensive assortment of
i for some time he was non inventus. He was i Hotel in Portland, last Tuesday, weighing 18 themselves accordingly.
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ENGLISH & AMERICAN
credit which is given by the yeomanry of, found at Harlem, where he was fitting up a pounds, and r.oRtin<
costingf as
36 ,u.i
dollars*7.’
°
n .
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ENOCH PAINE.
PIECE GOODS,
Portland, May 10, 1836.
Pennsylvania to all the stories concernin I handsome residence. He had disposed of
suitable for the present and approaching
money
cunningly,
that
the ‘ bribery,’ ‘ corruption
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’ and ‘ oppression^ithe
’I
y Sso°i CU
1nningly’ th
‘ Mr. Wiley,
We are sorry to^ay Professor Cleaveland
season.
8
nlr
V™
whom
he
employed
as
counsel,
Was
satisfied
1.
was
satisfied
bf the U. S. Bank.
The Van Buren party ■ that without his co-operation and consent, declines the appointment of Geological Sur
w.
i.
goods
groceries
Tj'Wit which prime notes and mortgages of
labored hard to secure Conrad’s re-election, the Bank could not recover it. A comprom veyor of the State—on account of feeble
Real Estate, inferior to none in the I Crockery, Glass and Hard
beahh. It ought to be offered to Dr. Holmes -abut neither the exertion of official influence ise was therefore effected, he giving up the of Winthrop neiit.—Augusta Banner.
.
Ware.
city, will be given.
Bank and other city
All of which are for sale on reasonable terms.
stocks bought and sold by
nor the sight of Jackson gold could win the plunder, and the bank agreeing not to prose
cute. Of the amount stolen, $178,000 were
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
WM. H. WOOD,
people from the path of duty.
recovered, and the remainder is expected to
Stock and Exchange Broker,
A
M
eeting
on
the
subject
of
Temperance
be found.
Fore Street.
NOTICE.
Steam Cotton Factory in Portsmouth.
The Journal of Commerce says : As far as will be held at the Vesfry of the second par
Portland, May 10, 1836.
FIR HE subscriber having contracted with
ish,
in
this
village,
on
Thursday
evening
—A public meeting of the citizens of Ports the Providence Bank was concerned, no
,
the town of Kennebunk, to support
mouth was held, in compliance with a pre-) further proceedings will be taken against the ne^t, (May 19,) at 4 past 7 o’clock.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
CARET’S LIBRARY
Kennebunk, May 14, 1836.
prisoner
—
but
unfortunately
for
him,
this
was
vious call, on the evening of the 3d inst. for
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
OF
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
the purpose of taking measures for the erec- i not the only robbery he was concerned in. '
II
Y
M
E
N
E
A
L
.
o
Coolidge, ot the Boston police, bad some
CHOICE DITERATURE
by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
tion or a Steam Cotton Factory in that place.' time back given information to the police ofMARRIED-In Portland, on T1777]ay eve- "O AS now completed its first Six Months any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
It was stated to the meeting, as thes result of bceJ» that city, that Bell had been concern nmg, 5t.i inst. Mr. George Lord, of Effinjr- -B-íL of publication, and the publishers of count or on account of the town, as he will
enquiries in reference to the subject, that a ed in robbing the Boston Railroad office of hain, N. H. to Miss Sarah F. Thrasher, of P. fer the following works in testimony of the pay no bill for their support.
j $25,000, and when he was apparently on the
In I rovidence, R. I. 2d inst. nt the First Con fulfilment of the promises made to the pub
,,
,
,
JAMES WARREN.
mill with 10,000 spindles can be put in opera
j point of escaping from the hands of justice, gregational Church, by Rev. Mr. Hal], Mr. Da lic in the original prospectus.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
tion for $164,000 ; to which add $11.000, in consequence of the bank declining to pros- vid Reed, of Boston, publisher of the Christian Life of Sir James Mackintosh, by his Son.
to cover extra and incidental expenses that ■ ecute him, he was claimed as a fugitive from Register, to Miss Mary Ann Williams, of New Kincaid’s Rifle Brigade.
port, youngest daughter of the late Howell Wil
PORTER HALL
Characteristics of Hindostán, by Miss Roberts
may possibly occur, gives a total of $175,- justice on account of the railroad robbery, liams, Esq. of Brooklyn, Conn.
ITTAS lately rece’ved and offers for sale
and
has
been
fully
committed
for
that
ofOne
in
a
Thousand,
by
G.
P.
R.
James.
000-. SUm, it is aiieged, from 40 to 50,000 '
!n Biddeford,^ inst. Capt. William Hill, to
J
*7 pn,ne assortment of GOODS,
Rienzi, by E. L. Bulwer.
Miss Sarah W. Hill of Boston.
suitable for the season.
dollars less than the usual cost of erecting a
In Portsmouth, Mr. Jeremiah Preble of York, Random Recollections of the House of
mill, by water power, of the same number of'
We learn that Major General Scott, in his to Miss Sarah Ann Sherburne of P.
Common's.
The
Progress
The Second Volume has commenced
spindles. The interest on this difference will ) official communication, received at the War
R Licentiousness and Ruin : A dis
I Department a few days since, gives it as his _____________ OB ITU ARY.
with selections from The Dramas of Joanna
cover the extra expense of fuel and leave a
delivered on the evening of the
I opinion, that there has not been as many as
Baillie, and Confessions and Crimes, or Post- nnnn«lI course
Fn<=t
H uet i.-k IVm1...^ 1 .......
. . a .. -P __tJJ«
DIE D—Ini:|i^26th It. Mrs. Mary P. wtfe humous Records of a London Cferffmnan_a !
balance of nearly $1000 per annum in favor 600 Indians embodied at any one place, and
m MosMehusetts,
April 7, 1836',
in
style,
and
supposed
to
be
)
K
(
f
v
^
NISO
^
^
a
stor
of the Union
of steam operation.—A resolution was adopt ! states that the signs about the Withlacoochee of Mr. Samuel Keririisc¡on, aged 33 years.
work resembling i
L,__J _ .
In Kittery, John C. L.
or, as
as the
the celebrated
celebrated Tales
Tains' ir"™"gUlC“LC^“'ch ofA!"e«b“LV an<l Salis.
ed providing for the appointment of a com do not contradict his estimates. He also C. Hayes, aged 8 months child of Mr. Andrew by the same author,
bury. For sale by
PORTER HALL;
mittee, who shall forthwith open a book states, that it is the opinion of all the com
In Exeter, N. H. Mr. Thomas Wigwall, of the from the Diary of a Physician.
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
The First Volume can be had separate,
manders, that they are now dispersed in war firm of Wisvvall & Flagg, aged 61 years.
for subscriptions to stock amounting to parties, or parties of observation, consisting
without subscribing to the work, upon the
$200,000, in shares of $100 each, for the pur of from sixty to two hundred each, with,
remittance of $2 50 to the publishers.
GARDEN SEEDS.
SHIP NEWS.
however, great facilities of concentration’
The Library is published weekly, contain
pose of erecting a Steam Cotton Mill.
The women, children, and negroes, are sup
ing Twenty imperial octavo pages, and the
KENKEBUNK, MAY 14, 1836.
.
REMICH
Literary Advertiser, which accompanies it,
Florida.—Advices have been received posed to be concealed at their settlements on
four pages, and is bound up at the end of ev TTAS just received from the New England'
from the seat of war in Florida to the 20th |! the upper and lower part of Pear Creek, and
ARRIVED.
Seed Store, Boston, a large assortengaged, with a portion of the warriors, in
ery volume. Price
‘
per annum, in advance,
May 7—Sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston;
ult., a few days later than the accounts in ' planting, fishing, and hunting. To this point,
^ARDEN Seeds of the growth of
$5.
Address,
8— Sch. Eliza, Wildes, Portland ;
the preceding columns. The operations de- i a combined movement was made from Tam ' Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
E. L. CAREY & A. HART,
—AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING
s
11— Sch. Mary, Pope, Nantucket ;
tailed, however, are unimportant.
“ The pa Bay, on the 12th and 14th of April, with
Or, LOUIS A. GODEY,
Early White Dwarf Case Knife Bean.
12— Sch. Ploughboy, Wormwood, Boston.
Philadelphia.
active campaign seems to have been the view of capturing, if possible, the women
London Horticultural Pole Bean,
and children, and of destroying the settle
SAILED.
Long Blood Beet,
brought nearly to a close, without any deci ments.— Washington Globe.
May 8—Ship Chester, Mason, New York ;
Early
Turnip Blood Beet,
BRUCE’S NEW Y O RK TYPE
sive stroke. The Indians appear to 6e as
Mangel VVurlzel Beet.
Sch. Ploughboy, Wormwood, Boston ;
FOUNDRY,
French
Sugar Beet.
9— Sch. Osprey, Bragdon, New York ;
Eastern Railroad Corporation.—A meetin«
much on the alert as ever, and as forward in
JVb. 13, Chamber-street, near Chatham.
Bene Plant.
13
—
Schs.
Moro,
Mitchell,
Boston;
of
the
Stockholders
in
this
Corporation
was
iheir demonstrations of hostility.”
Early York Cabbage'.
Alpha, Perkins, do.
holden at Salem yesterday, and duly organi
Early Dutch Cabbage.
HE price of Five line Pica, plain and
MEMORANDA.
Large
late Drumhead Cabbage.
zed,
and
the
following
named
gentlemen
Mr. Evans’ Speech.—In compliance with
antique, is reduced to 25 cents a lb.
Green Globe Savoy Cabbage.
Saco, May 5.—Ar. sch. Resolution, Merry
chosen directors :
and Six line Pica and larger to 20 cents, Red Dutch Cabbage (for pickling A
a promise made to our readers several weeks
Samuel S. Lewis, Robert G. Shaw, Fran man, Bath ; 6th, sch. Susan, Philbrook, Boston ;
Long Orange Carrot,
since, we commence to-day the publication cis J. Oliver, of this city ; Daniel Treadwell, 7th, schs. Franklin, Haskins, Gloucester; Hi thereby making these perfect metal types
Early Horn Carrot.
ram, Haskins, do.; Elizabeth, Leavitt; Eagle, cheaper than any other.
Early Dutch Cauliflower.
of the admirable Speech of Mr. Evans, in Cambridge ; Isaiah Breed, Lynn ; George Benson, Boston ; Adno, Murch, do.; Mary, Sta
This foundry has a most extensive and un
Curled Cress, or PeppergraM.
the U.S. House of Representatives, in Janu Peabody, Larkin Thorndike, Stephen A. ples, do. ; 9th, sch. Congress, Perkins, Boston ; paralleled assortment of Plain, Shaded, Con
Sweet
or Rareripe Corn.
Chase, Salem ; Pyarn Lovett, Beverly ; Jo
Early Frame Cucumber.
densed and ornamented Types, by which
ary last, in relation to the “ lost appropriation seph Farley, Ipswich ;John Porter, Newbu sloop Joseph, Benson, Portland.
Long Green Prick ley do.
Sailed from Portsmouth,. 6th, barque Bohe Printers at the letter-press are enabled to ri
bills.” It will repay a careful perusal.
ryport.
Imperial Head Lettuce.
mia, Thompson, New Orleans
val the impression from copper-plate in
Royal
Cape Lettuce.
A most excellent spirit prevailed at the
Ar. at Boston, 7th, brig Packet, of this port, beauty, fancy and tasteful display.
Sweet Portuguese Marjbruhi."
The New York Common Council, it ap meeting.—The number present was very Thomas, Port-au-Prince, 21st ult.
/ Green Citron Melon.
The assortment embraces 250 sizes or va
pears, is equally divided between the whig large, being froin all the towns on the route,
Pine Apple Melon.
At Havana, 23d ult. ship York, Lord, unc. ;_ rieties, from twelve line pica to pearl, of Ro
from
the
eastern
line
of
the
State
to
this
city.
Large Canteleupe Melon.
brig
Perseverance,
Burnham,
unc.
and Jackson parties. Both Boards had bal
man, Italic, Black, Antique, Italian, Title,
Long Carolina WaierAleloif.The whole of the stock (13,000 shares) is ta t Ar. at Havre, 22d March, Nimrod, Thompson, Condensed, Shaded,
Script, Backslope,
loted about a dozen times for a President, on ken up without the books being offered to New
Mustard.
Orleans
24th, George, Wise, do.
Nasturtium.
German
Text,
Ornamented,
Music,
&c.
and
Tuesday last—the votes were the same, in the public, and it is understood the work is
U. S. ship Vincennes was at Canton, Jan. 16,
White Portugal bnion.
also Piece Fractions, Superiors, Space Rules,
Silver Skin do.
each Board, at each balloting, viz : eight for to be commenced forthwith.—Boston Patriot. for Singapore 25th.
Ar. at Portsmouth, Eng. 21st March, barque Astronomical and other signs, Ornamented
Large Deep Red Onion.
the whig and eight for the Jackson candidate.
Tree Onion.
Pomona, Nason, London. Sid. 4th ult. for New Dashes, Long Braces, Brass Rules, nearly
Maple Sugar.—'The Greenfield Herald York.
300 Borders, and more than 1000 Cuts or
Squash Pepper.an
individual
in
county
|
names
dividual
Franklin
who
A
r.'
nt
Boston,
Illh,
Double Curled Parsley.
Caleb P. Bennett, Governor of the State
Ar. at Boston, Uth, brig Overmann, Gould, Ornaments for Newspapers, School-Books,
, has made 1200 to 1400 lbs. maple sugar this Mobile, "
Point’ rs.
21 dav
Large
Dutch Parsnep.
and Scientific works.
Sailed, brig Mexico,
of Delaware, died at Wilmington on Satur
Early Scarlet Short Top Radish5.i season, one over 900 lbs., and two others 800 Snow, Pictoir.
The
subscribers
furnish
Composing-Sticks,
Sage.
day evening last, aged 77 years. The duties ,.I ll2s.* cavil,
ne« ai
each- j.Price
at tarreenneia,
Greenfield, 12 and 16 cts.
Ar.
Ar. at
at Liverpool,
Liverpool, Apr
April 6, ship Berwick, Chan Cases, Chases, Galleys, Furniture, Paper, Ink,
Summer Savory,
of the office now devolve on the Speaker of Maple Molasses @1 per gallon.
dler, Charleston, after being ashore in the Rock all kinds of Printing Presses, and every arti
Rhubarb.
Canada Crook Neck Squash.
Channel, apparently without injury. Adv. New- cle required in a Printing-Office.
the Senate, (Charles Polk, Esq.)
They also
Early Bush Scollop Summer Squash’.
Orleans, Cole, for New York.
execute orders for Stereotyping,
Governor Eaton, late of Florida, arrived at
Early Long Warted do.
Cid. at New York, 9th, brig Ponce, Davis,
Printers of Newspapers who publish this
The dwelling-house in South Berwick, New Orleans on the 22d of April.
Long Winter Crook Week do,
Ponce.
Ruta
Baga Turnip.
advertisement (with this note) three times
owned by Hon. Benjamin Greene, which was
Early
White Dutch do,
before the first of July, 1836, and send a pa
Tomato.
Speculation.—A gentleman of Wheeling,
destroyed by fire on the 4th inst. was occu
Palm
jLeaf
Wats.
per containing it to the foundry, shall receive
Florwer Seeds.pied by Mr. Brackett Palmer. The out-build Ohio, purchased two years ago a few acres
LARGE assortment of PALM LEAF payment when they make a purchase from
of land on Lake Erie, for twelve hundred
—ALSO—
HATS for sale by the subscriber.
the Foundry of four times the amount of their
ings were saved. Insurance $2000, at the
dollars, for which he was the other day of
an
assortment of Seeds put up by the Shak^rir
bill.
The
publication
of
our
former
adver'
WILLIAM
LORD.
Mutual Office in Saco.
fered sixteen thousand.
Kennebunk, May 4, 1836.
tisement is hereby forbidden.
’at Alfred.
April 16,1836.
GEORGE BRUCE & CO.
The Portland Magazine for May has
A baked Potato Pudding.—Mix twelve ipiNGLISH and American Tissue Paper—
New York, Jan. 23, 1836.
been received.
Contents,—Slander; The ounces of potatoes boiled,
' ’ skimmed,
skimmed, and»
and
various colors,
NOTICE.
Vow; Pine Island ; To the Bereaved; My ' mashed—one ounce of suet—quarter of a pint i
Cartridge Paper.
HEMLOCK BOARDS.
A LL persons indebted to the subscriber
Poor Cousin Anna; The Exile’s Lament »»iik”and °»e ounce of cheese grated
Marble,«Fancy, Rice and Gold Paper.
ANTED by the subscriber, 20 M. -Ml are requested to make payment previa
|-^o
’ nnn
zzlrl ocs
*-»r-.
fine ; nadd
as much kmlinn'
boiling water as is >-»necesFor sale by
Merchantable Hemlock BOA FIDS. ous to the first of August next.
Diary ; Maying ; A Letter from India ; Paint
| sary to produce a due consistency, and bake
D. REM1CH.
WM. LORD.
WM. BOURNE
ings and Painters ; Literary Notices.
U in an earthen» pan.
Kennebunk, May 10,1836.
May 5, 1836.
Wells, May 2,1836,
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THE SILK CULTURIST
Administratrix’s Notice.
duty lias already been alluded to as injuri
AND FARMER’S MANUAL. .
OTICE is hereby given, that the subscri
ous to thecause of temperance. It may be
ber has been duly appointed adminis Published monthly by the Executive Commit TO PERSONS SUFFERING FROM RHEUMATIC
remarked also that many of the old societies COMPLAINTS.
tee of the Hartford County Silk Society, at
tratrix of the estate of
[From the American Monthly for March.]
have become extinct or nearly lifeless, by 1
50 cents per annum. Volumes I. and 11.
To the 'Editor of the Inquirer •
DANIEL WALKER,
OUR YANKEE GIRLS.
the institution of new societies upon more late of Kennebunk, in the county of York,
HE object of this publication is to dis O IR—On the principle inculcated by the
Let greener lands and bluer skies
seminate a thorough knowledge of the
rigorous principles. It is part of human na- ,Trader, deceased, and has taken upon herself
If such a wide earth shows—
great and good Dr. Franklin, to dif
ture for moral reformers to abate in zeal in that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. Silk business. The^ cultivation of the Mulber fuse as widely as possible every mean in our
With fairer cheeks and brighter eyes
Match us the star and rose ;
presence of reformers of a straiter sect.—- All persons having demands against said es ry Tree in all its varieties—rearing Silk power to mitigate or soften the afflictions of
The winds, that lift the Georgian’s veil
Causes enough might be assigned for this tate are requested to exhibit the same ; and Worms—the production of Cocoons—reeling suffering humanity, 1 feel it incumbent upon
and manufacturing Silk, and dyeing the same.
Or wave Circassia’s curls,
result, but it is sufficient to state the fact, t all persons indebted to said estate are called
Waft to their shores the Sultan’s sail,—
The publication will contain a complete man me to make known through the medium of
upon to make payment.
On
this
account,
your
Agent
is
ot
opinion
Who buys our Yankee girls ?
H
MARY WALKER.
ual of the silk culture from sowing the seed your useful paper, that on reading therein
that when wine, strong beer, or other stim
to preparing for market Sewing Silk and an advertisement
___ ________ of _________
.
Dr. J ebb’s wii
Liniment
April 4, 1836.
The gay grisette, whose fingers touch
ulant, is lobe excluded by a new pledge, it
.Ln cure
Rof
M FI
IM A TTC
m«. jlkj
T - xjjj j’ I1 WJ
Twist—and will keep the Cuhurist advised for the
RHEUMATISM.
■ «
■ .b
— y — — ——
a..-* *
Love’s thousand chords so well
with regard to the progress of the enterprize forcj^|y jimpressed with a belief that it Was
is expedient to follow the example, already
The dark Italian, loving much
—the formation of Societies, and Companies,
J
practised by some Societies, of having a sep
But more than one can tell ;
calculated
to remove
theI severe
Rheumatic
for the
eiJUVllIlUKJlB of
VI Legislatures
XjVglSlcllUl1UI
UIV promotion
puiijuuvn
4
I • |
i
.
r
WMV
OTICE is hereby given, that the Patent enactments
And England’s fair-haired, blue-eyed dame,
arate paper containing such pledge, to be
of the object, and facts, and experiments of Affection to which
1| had been
for seven or
. .
. ,
vf
granted
to
me
for
cleansing
and
dress

Who binds her brow with pearls —
signed by as many as please, but to leave
• j- .•
i. ...:n „u.—oirrhf
vpar«
subjected.
sometimes
almz-.
i 
individuals. It will also contain choice arti eight years subjected, sometimes almost de
Ye, who have seen them, can they shame
ing Feathers, dated February 7th, 1834, has
the
organization
and
all
organic
action
to
PÜ1 USHl
Our own sweet Yankee girls ?
been renewed with a more correct specifica cles on new and interesting subjects connect priving me of the use of my limbs. I ac.
the old Societies. An additional article, tion according to the Act of Congress in such ed with agriculture.
J
cordingly procured a Bottle, and before I
Office» the J
And what if court or castle vaunt
however, should be inserted in the Constitu case made and provided ; and that this re
The Cylturist was commenced in April had used the whole of it, found very sensible
Its children loftier born,—
tion of such Societies as do not already con newed Patent is dated October 17th, 1835, last—and there are now published Five relief. This increased my confidence in it
bar)
Who heeds the silken tassal’s flaunt
Two
tain it, making intoxication from any stim and has been submitted to the examination I Thousand Copies monthly, with a rapidly in- and led me to obtain another bottle, the use
Beside the golden corn ?
Interes ¡will I
Arrangements have
of learned counsel, who have pronounced it ! creasing circulation.
ulant ground of expulsion.
They ask not for the courtly toil
of which has completely removed the swell,
remain
Of jewelled knights and earls—
paper < fconl
Such are the views which your Agent to be valid, and the invention well secured to been made to furnish the first volume to ings and pains of my limbs, together with
those
who
make
early
application
for
the
the
Patentee.
Now,
therefore,
this
is
to
cau

lisher,
i til a
The daughters of the virgin soil,
ventures to offer in regard to this delicate
The phsh'
Our free-born Yankee girls.
tion all persons against using without my li second. Each Volume will contain ninety- the cramp, and restored them to their wont,
and controverted subject. It does seem to
any err ina
I am respectfully yours,
cense and consent, my invention, or any of six quarto pages. Oue dollar forwarded to ed vigor.
òr its
charged hr
H«
him that by the plan suggested, the opera the different modifications of it, with which F. G. Comstock, Secretary, Hartford, Conn,
By every hill, whose stately pines
GEORGE TAYLOR,JR,
Wave their dark arms above
tions of all classes of reformers may be con some portions of the community have been free of expense will pay for both volumes or
Hempstead,
L.
I.
March
24th.
The home where some fair being shines
Ml
current, while experience has proved a dif deceived by designing men who prefer pil fifty cents for the latter. The second volume
Persons suffering from the above comTo warm the wilds with love j
commenced the first of April. No subscrip
ferent
plan
to
be
unfavourable,
if
not
hostile,
fering
to
an
honest
livelihood,
as
I
am
de

From barest rock to bleakest shore,
plaints, and in despair of a cure from the
Froi
to the operations of at least one of those termined to prosecute all infringements on tion received unless paid in advance.
Where farthest sail unfurls
failure of the various remedies they have
Knowing
the
great
difficulty
of
obtaining
HE
my
right,
to
the
full
extent
and
utmost
rigor
That stars and stripes are floating o’er—
classes.
genuine Seed at a distance, the Secretary of used, are invited to make trial of this long
God bless our Yankee girls !
«Afl Gra
The Agent has previously alluded to the of the law.
the Society will forward White Italian Mul and celebrated medicine, which has in years
GEORGE REYNOLDS, Patentee.
yOU ? r^clll
Temperance Herald as an important instru
berry
Seed
for
1000
trees,
to
those
who
are
past cured and relieved, as it is also now
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
East. Hartford, April 15, 1836.
friend
ment for good in behalf of thecause. To se
subscribers to the first volume and order the doing, thousands who had despaired of re.
in Wa sW
cure
an
extensive
and
continual
circulation
AGENT’S REPORT.
<
EATHER DRESSING (for a short time Second and to such as subscribe for both lief. Nothing but a fair trial can give an
have
only) nearly opposite the store of J. G. volumes before the fi'rst of July next.
[CONTINUED.]
*of it, other efforts must be brought into ex
adequate idea of its unrivalled excellence.
eveninj you
Hartford, Conn. April, 1836.
Perkins, Kennebunk-port, by
than those of an Agent on an annual vis
Tn regard to the manner in which, during ercise
*
It is also one of the best applications known
yours, j [Wh
D.
WADSWORTH.
his journies, your Agent has discharged the it.
1 The friends of temperance in each County
for stiffness of the joints, numbness, sprains
April 27, 1836.
ery th ig P‘
estimate their quota and assume the res
Great Hill Farm.
duties of his office, he would remark :— must
1
and chilblains. Price 50 cents.
‘Wy,y
O Let, the “ GREAT HILL FARM,” so
ponsibility
of
procuring
the
ascertained
num

That he has considered it incumbent on him I
cently j ‘ I
FARM FOR SAIÆ.
called, situated in this town, on the
Q^’None are genuine unless signed T.
ber,
This
ought
to
be
done
at
the
annual
to state clearly to the people, the portentous
Sea shore, near Joseph Wells, Esq.
Pos

my afl irs i
KIDDER,
on the wrapper, {sole Proprie.
influence of intemperance on those free in Convention, when men’s hearts are warm.
OR sale—the farm
session given immediately. Inquire of
wish.’ i
tor,
and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
of the subscriber,
stitutions with which we are favored by The distribution may be matter of subse
ENOCH HARDY.
< Yo r str
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
in the easterly part of
Providence. Being himself fully persuaded quent arrangement with their fellow citizens
Kennebunk, March 25, 1836.
thousan
is w
Room,
No.
99,
Court
street,
Boston,
and
of
their
respective
Counties.
The
contrib

______ Sanford, on the road
that the existing generation of men in this
is com [ Itelj
by
his
special
appointment,
by
utors
may
safely
rely
on
the
general
funds
leading
from
Alfred
to
Linscott
’
s
Mill,
con

country will have to witness the horrors of a
manner and
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
revolution, unless the conservative influences of virtue and benevolence for an equal taining about one hundred acres,—consisting
Just received per sch. Morning Star,
chosen ne c
of Mowing, Tillage, Pasturing and Wood
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
of intellectual, moral and religious light be ization of their burden ; provided, due ef Land, with a good orchard thereon, with a Rrtrt CASKS PLASTER PARIS,
‘ Yei it is
C.
LITTLEFIELD,
Wells.
forts
are
made
for
that
purpose.
More
ex

-O?
which
is
offered
for
sale
at
disseminated among the peQple, he accord
good one story house and a large barn, sheds
were ai well
tensive
responsibilities
are
every
year
assum

ingly exhibited his views and the. reasons for
and other convenient out-buildings. Also, a Portland prices.
Geoq: sigl
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
Farmers who wish to make an experiment
his belief. In all his oral and written dis ed in this country and the reliance has been good wood lot of forty acres about halfa mile
as you, Hit I
of
this
article
will
please
call
soon
at
the
Sub

PREPARED
by
Dr.
E
lias
S
mith
,
proved
to
be
a
safe
one.
There
should
also
distant from said farm. Inquire of the sub
courses, he has portrayed national intemper
fellows ive.
scriber’s, No. 4, Pepperell Square.
Boston. The following are among
ance as absolutely incompatible with free be a County Committee to ascertain when scriber on the premises.
JOHN GILPATRICK.
—I han beei
DAVID
DAY.
town
subscriptions
expire
and
take
timely
the
many
preparations
kept
constantly
for
institutions and eminently incompatible with
Saco, April 20, 1836.
love. ' he i
Sanford, April 30, 1836.
sale by BURLEIGH SMART, Druggist,
universal suffrage ;•—which presupposes an measures that they be renewed without any
only ref fees I
interval
of
discontinuance.
In
short
the
pat

Kennebunk,
viz
:
intelligent, moral and religious people.
COFFEE.
'9881 ‘9 A.mn.tqoj (>[unqouuayi
to her c ¡ogh
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
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‘ Perl [ps s
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These, with others of a more general nature,
colds, cough, sore throat» and to relieve from
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April 2, 1836.
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threatened fevers.
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the town of Lyman, for the support of
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entail
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signal benefits resulting from the temperance
Mary Cousins, a pauper, for one year, hereby
IVERMORE’S PASTE & LIQUID
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D. REMICH.
cued from a bondage more unrelenting than
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
seven.’
March 31, 1836.
that of Egyptian task-masters, but the face per, the demand, when made, proceeds more count, or on account of the town, as he will
coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and
At the tout
pay no bill for her support.
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of external nature has been renewed, and
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Rutsen c me
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ty of wal ing
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greeable ovei
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff
A
Ground White Lead ;
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$2000. The inhabitants found it hard to iginal. The transportation too not being
whole pt y d
joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
French Yellow ; Venitian Red ;
pay their minister a salary of $400. Town through the ordinary channel, constant local at reduced prices a few weeks ; those
the bride foor
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attention
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to
prevent
and
wishing
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and
orders were negotiated at a discount of 10
into the I Ilia
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her on a ofa,
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pain in the back, sores, ringworms, cutsand
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to mark I «lii
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troduced.
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taste in j ur 1
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of
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would
make
immediately.
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one portion of the town where poverty and
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For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
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al, comparative plenty and happiness have these suggestions, because he does not be
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I could r it hi
taken their place. The writer of this, on lieve that any good can result from the sup
JL 5 Cases Silk Hats, from 2,75 to 4,00. complaints in general.
Julia, the e is
COUGH POWDERS.
2 do. Boston Fur do. ;
his arrival, expressed his agreeable surprise pression offacts.
excellent Tannery, situated in York
in the ne | roi
The temperance periodicals of New York
1 do. Plain Drab Fur do. ;
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in
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village, containing twenty pits, a good
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1
do.
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;
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by
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Bark xMill, Curry Shop, and a water privilege
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general throughout the town, and that it was is not the case—and it is believed not to that never fails, together with a convenient
«ighed th||he
will be sold low for Cash.
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and
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and
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be
—
with
our.paper,
additional
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exist
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for
indigestion,
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due to the temperance reform.
An intelli
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
a home t< offe
stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys,and
gent man made these remarks : “ When why it should be aided by extraordinary ex acres of first rate Mowing and Tillage land. Ke n nebunk, April 14, 1836.
he sacrifii-dto
For further particulars inquire of
a certain cure for costiveness.
Mr. C. came here, he took right hold ; the ertions in the way pointed out. The Agent
JOSEPH P. JUNKINS.
er. Julia.boss
good that he and others have done is not to would here suggest to the committee the expe
Orders for any of the above Medi
’■lion, anJ bad
York, March 16, 1836.
diency of empowering their Agent for this
be known in this world.”
cines will be attended to faithfully.
mother’s rbitr
OR sale by the subscriber.
The Agent might use similar language in year to receive donations.—Your Agent sub
WANTED.
Kennebunk, August 11, 1835.
WM. LORD.
tentions
os) the
regard to other places, but he does not con mits the preceding remarks because he views
tedly attalL
April 22, 1836.
Art WHITE OAK knees, from 7 to 8
sider this to be a proper occasion to depict the subject a very important one ; he sub ¡ilfi
inch arm.
At nine [the
the dreadful results of intemperance or the mits them however with diffidence, being SOO feet Wale, from 35 to 45 feet in length,
and soon ¡e r
blessings of temperance.
It may be briefly well aware that more competent judges are
by
inches ;—Floor Timbers ;
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
lect few o |]e(
said that temperance is profitable to the about to assemble in convention ; in short, —Second Futtocks ;—Top^Timber, &c.
HERE have been stories in circulation,
HE character of this celebrated Oint
The supp. Wi
Red and white oak plank, 3 inches thick,
respecting the treatment of the Poor
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ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
biMity ai | ha
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in this Town the past year. We, the subscri speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
tellect ; to his moral nature and to his re ject may be excited and the consideration giv by
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r
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ligious welfare.
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enquiry respecting their treatment, and find pimples on the skin. It is also a valuablearThe interesting question now occurs, tl Is will merely add that the distribution of the
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It is our ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
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when
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is
an
equally
important
the temperance cause progressive in this
opinion they have been well treated, and we
windows ’ere
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
State?”—The Agent believes that the in but neglected duty. On this subject, too, a 'Slrtrtrt YARDS oi CALICOES, have it from their own mouths too ! They which are so eminently useful for removing
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[to BE CONTINUED.]
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Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J i'
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a
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and
allow
’
tny
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vicinity, that he still continues the above busi
on the decline, and will still further decline,
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sortment of
ness over Mr. Walter Littlefield’s store, Wells
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HE copartnership heretofore existing Green Calf Skins Wanted.
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under the firm of
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WARE,
HE subscriber contemplating a new ar against using or vending said machine wit '
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—ALSO—
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only deducted so much of available effort,
Mill ^aws.
HARD WARE <fc JOINERS’ TOOLS,
to reduce his present stock of goods, will sell
patent which comes to his notice wil
but has debased the moral and religious
by
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prosecuted to the extent of the law.
tone of men’s minds. The conflict of es
"«tt. g,
WM. LORD.
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for Cash.
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tablished commercial pursuits with social
tf.
April 22,1836.
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Kennebunk-port, March 12,1836.
South Berwick» April 7, 1836.
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